Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission
Implementation re: FERC Order 2222
Thursday, September 14, 1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
PNC Center (IURC Hearing Room 222), 101 West Washington Street,
Indianapolis, IN

Agenda –

1:30-1:35       Introductions
1:35-2:05       CPower presentation/Q&A
2:05-2:15       Break
2:15-2:45       Voltus presentation/Q&A
2:45-2:55       Break
2:55-3:25       Octopus Energy presentation/Q&A
3:25-3:35       Break
3:35-4:00       Collaborative Utility Solutions presentation/Q&A

For our September 14th meeting, we have invited DER aggregators to present (Voltus, CPower, Octopus Energy). These aggregators have been asked to reflect on our stakeholder process to date. What have we done right? What do the aggregators still want us to consider? What is needed to make implementation successful? Collaborative Utility Solutions will also give a presentation regarding its non-profit DER data registry.